EYFS Home Learning Activities – Out and About 5.1.21
Thank you for supporting your children with their learning in this challenging time. Here are some home learning activities linked to our topic that may help keep your child busy,
learning and occupied whilst at home.

Key Skills

Sounds Write

This week we will be focusing on

recap of letter formation for some of the letter families- c,o,a,g,d,e,s and
n,m,b,p.

using our Sounds Write Skills to build simple words to read and spell

develop our understanding of numbers being made up of other numbers

use our observation skills to make drawings

develop our understanding of where we live

Write these letters (a,i,m,s,t, n,o,p,b,g,h,c) on pieces of paper and ask your child to rearrange them to
make these words- sat, sit, hat, pat, map, cot, cap, bag, pig, top, pin, hot, bat, big, sob.
After your child has made the word ask them to Say the Sounds and Read the Word again for example
c/a/t- cat
After they have read the word, ask them to Say the Sounds and Write the Word
Think of a simple caption, say the words slowly and ask your child to write it, encourage them to leave a
finger space between the words and to read back what they have written.
a dog can sit, a pig on a pin, it is hot, a bat on top, a cat in a cap, it is a big pig on a pot

Literacy Activities

Fine Motor Skills

Practise writing your first name and your surname.
Practise writing the names of people in your family.
Practise writing the first line of your address.
Look for the letters sounds k, c, l, r around your home. Can you say the sounds? Can you practise
writing the letters? What other letters can you see?
Play this game from Alphablocks
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/puzzles/alphablocks-missing-letter-quiz
Help write a shopping list, write the sounds you can hear.
Write thank you cards for your Christmas presents.
Write a letter to your teacher to say what you have done in the holiday.
Share stories, these ones are linked to our topic- any Percy the Park Keeper, The Woods by Rob
Hodgson, any Tale from Acorn Wood by Julia Donaldson, look for them on Youtube.

Cut up old Christmas cards and stick odd pieces
together to make a collage.
Complete a puzzle.
Thread pasta tubes on to a piece of spaghetti!
Use your thumb and finger like a pincer to pick up
grains of rice.
Colour a picture really carefully.

Craft

Number Activities

Understanding the World

Useful info/website links Other
ideas to keep you busy

Look outside in your garden or in your nearest
park, what can you see?
Choose an interesting leaf or flower or stick and
draw it. Can you copy the shapes you can see, can
you make light and dark lines with your pencil?
Choose a picture you like from a book and copy it.
Draw it first with a pencil then colour in it with
paints or colour pencils.
Make a pair of binoculars from card tubes to help
you look for things when you are outside.

Watch Numberblock Series 1 The Whole of Me
and Holes

Talk to your child about where you live, help
them to learn their address.
Draw your house and label with your address.
Find Street on a map. Look for places you know.
Where do you like to go in Street? Do you visit
any other places? Are they near your home or
further away?
Go for a walk and take photos of what you see.
Make a simple map of your walk by drawing a line
from start to finish and drawing some of the
things you saw on the way.
Draw a picture of some of your favourite places
and label them.

Practise putting your coat on, doing up the buttons
and pulling the zip up and down.
Practise putting on your gloves and scarf.
Can you fill up your water bottle by yourself?
Can you tidy your bed?

Explore how many ways you can put 5 items into
2 pots.(You could use stones, pasta shapes,
beans, buttons whatever you have to hand)
Reinforce that you still have 5 even though it
looks different. The adult could then model how
this could be written as a number sentence if
you feel the child is ready making sure you talk
what you are doing, eg “3 stones in this pot and
2 stones in that pot but 5 altogther so 3 and 2
makes 5” 3+2=5 repeat this to make different
sums.

Don’t forget to check Purple Mash, you might have
some activities set by your teacher to do.
Also check YouTube for Cosmic Kids yoga and Joe
Wicks has some activities for Early Years.
BBC School Radio has stories and programmes that
will help

